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Sit, Walk, Stand is based on the three key words which divide the book of Ephesians into its basic

sections. Our position in Christ is one of sitting, our life in the world is one of walking and our attitude

toward Satan is one of standing. The Christian's entire life is to be founded and lived out from the

finished work of Jesus. In it's 78 pages the book concisely sums up a massive amount of Biblical

theology and applies it to the believer's every day life. Watchman Nee takes the grand theological

treatise of Ephesians and breaks it down into simple, memorable and practical statements.

"Christianity begins not with the big DO, but with a big DONE" (pg. 14). "The all important rule is not

to "try" but to "trust," not to depend upon our own strength but upon His" (pg. 38). "Our task is one of

holding, not of attacking. We do not fight for victory, we fight from victory" (pg. 55). This is only a

sampling of many profound statements, which have launched hundreds of sermons. The spiritual

truths outlined in Sit, Walk, Stand are simple but profound, critical but often forgotten. The book is a

great source for reminding us of these truths. Most of the works of Watchman Nee are wonderful. I

recommend the novice to his writings start with this one. It is easy and quick to read yet covers the

key understandings further explained in his larger volumes.

Watchman Nee has been inspiring Christians all over the world for many decades. His Asian



worldview informs his Christianity in such a way that he brings a completely different understanding

that is refreshing to Western readers able to follow what he writes.In "Sit, Walk, Stand," Nee tackles

the book of Ephesians discussing the Christian's placement in Christ. First, he notes how a

Christian must start his journey with Christ by sitting--resting alongside the Savior who has done all

the work. And because Christ has done all the work, the Christian is given the peace of knowing

there is nothing he or she can add. Walking comes from being seated as the Christian merely lives

out the Christian life by claiming his place seated alongside Christ. Our ministry comes via the

finished work. And lastly, in standing, the Christian holds the territory Christ has taken from Satan by

calling on the name of Jesus and living out Christ's triumph.As with all Nee works, the outright

simplicity and wisdom of his writing cuts to the soul and spirit. For those who struggle in their

Christian journey, the author's words come as a joyful balm since he shows how we can stop trying

to do it all by ourselves and let Christ rule.With so much packed into such a short book, this is a

fantastic resource for anyone who wants to find peace in Christ while living out a more vital

existence. A must read and truly worthy of five stars.

This book is great! The more you read the more information you attain. Watchmen Nee does and

excellent job defining the threefold division of Ephesians. He emphasizes that first we must sit and

find out just where we are with Christ. Next he explains that we must then walk with the integrity of

our Lord. Finally Mr. Nee discusses the importance of standing your ground against the wiles of

Satan. This book is a must have; It's easy to read, pocket-sized and it abounds with spiritual

treasures essential to your relationship with Christ.

This book has changed my life entirely. It is very thorough, and is entirely supported by scriptural

reference. It allows one to enjoy the mercy of God, and rest in the salvation, bought for us, by Jesus

Christ. This book makes one desire to reconstruct the personal methods of dealing with everyday

life. It gives step by step instructions on how to live an easier, happier Christian life. It also, at the

same time, gives inner peace, confidence and strength, through the teachings in the Bible. It is a

great resource for those interested in personal spiritual growth. Watchman Nee was a prolific writer

and led a inspirational life. He has a truly unique writing style. His work is both thorough and easy to

understand. It is truly a book for the new and experienced Christian alike. This book is rather short,

and rather cheap. It is a definite must-have!

Ever since I was a child, I'd heard about Watchman Nee and his wonderful writings. It wasn't until



my adult years that I finally ordered three of his books - and I haven't been disappointed. Sit, Walk,

Stand is a very simple, yet deeply profound explanation of the Book of Ephesians. The book is an

easy read and short - only 78 pages long - but don't let that fool you - Sit, Walk, Stand has more

packed into these 78 pages than most books over 300 pages (and it takes 1/10 the time to read!).If

you want a book that will give you a wonderful explanation of the Christian life - that will bring to life

the Book of Ephesians - then get this simple and profound book. Every college student should have

one of these in their backpack, it makes a great gift to a friend - you can even mail this little booklet

to a friend far away.My version is published by Tyndale House Publishers and I ordered it online for

$5.00. I would think that a mature junior high student would be able to read and understand this

book. On a difficulty scale from 1 - 10, Sit, Walk, Stand is about a 3 or 4. Simple...yet profound.

Such a beautiful book! Essentially a study in Ephesians, Nee transforms three of the most common

words in any language into a powerful encapsulation of the believer's experience in Christ Jesus.

It's all grace, from beginning to end. Our salvation, our ministry, our spiritual warfare - all rest on

Christ's finished work on the cross. One reading is enough to utterly convince, and change your

perspective forever, but you'll not read it just once. You'll never look at Ephesians the same way

again, either! Nee's little book will have you turning to Ephesians the rest of your life as your first

stop in times of spiritual turmoil. Sit, walk, stand - but never stop sitting!

Wow, this book really opened my eyes to not only understanding the book of Ephesians, but in

understanding our relationship with Jesus and practicality of walking with our Lord. It's more than

worth the purchase and the read.
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